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In a Hilbert space (H, & }&) is given a dense subspace W and a closed positive
semidefinite quadratic form Q on W_W. Thus W is a Hilbert space with the
norm &u&1=(&u&2+Q(u))12. For any closed subspace D of (W, & }&1) let A(D)
denote the selfadjoint operator in the closure of D in H such that
&A(D)12 u&2=Q(u) for every u # D. For any decreasing sequence of closed sub-
spaces Di of W with intersection  Di=D such that each A(Di) has compact resol-
vent it is shown that, for every n, the n th eigenvalue *n(Di) of A(Di) converges to
that of A(D), and that A(Di)&1  A(D)&1 in operator norm. Similar results are
obtained for any order convergent sequence in the conditionally complete lattice of
all closed subspaces D of W such that A(D)&1 has compact resolvent. Next, these
results are applied to the Dirichlet laplacian, and more generally to the Dirichlet
poly-laplacian, on a sequence of bounded open subsets of RN.  1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Consider first the Dirichlet laplacian A(D) on a bounded open set
D/RN, and recall that the domain of A(D)12 is the Sobolev space
W1, 20 (D), cf., e.g., [Da]. It is well known that A(D) has a compact inverse
in L2(D). Let *n(D) denote the n th eigenvalue of A(D), repeated according
to multiplicity; then DD$ implies *n(D)*n(D$), a well-known conse-
quence of the RayleighRitz formula.
For an increasing sequence of bounded open sets D i /Rn with bounded
union D it is likewise known how the same formula easily applies to show
that
lim
i  
*n(Di)=*n(D), n # N (1)
For a decreasing sequence of bounded open sets Di one would like (1)
to hold, now with D taken as the interior of the intersection: D=int i Di .
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This is known to be correct in the very special case where the Di are taken
from a smooth family of smoothly bounded domains, as shown by Courant
[Co]. We show that (1) holds for a decreasing sequence of bounded open
sets Di /RN if and only if
W 1, 20 (D)=,
i
W 1, 20 (Di),
which in turn amounts to i Di being stable in the sense of Keldys (a con-
dition involving only i Di , not the individual sets Di). This result provides
an answer to a question raised in [Da, p. 129]. (We write *n(D)=+ for
all n if D is empty.)
Stability of a subset of RN is a very mild regularity condition from poten-
tial theory which also governs other problems in analysis; see, e.g., the
expository article [He3] for the case of compact sets, and the recent
monograph [A-H, Chap. 11] for arbitrary sets.
In addition to (1) we show, in the case of an increasing sequence (Di),
that A(Di)&1 (viewed as an operator on all of L2(RN)) converges in
operator norm to A(D)&1 as i  . Likewise the spectral measure of A(Di)
converges to that of A(D). In the case of a decreasing sequence (Di) each
of these two additional results holds, like (1), if and only if i Di is stable.
In Section 1 we bring an abstract Hilbert space version of the stated
results, even extended to non-monotone, order convergent sequences, in
the setting of variationally defined selfadjoint operators with compact
resolvent.
In Section 2 we specialize to the abovementioned case of the Dirichlet
laplacian on bounded open subsets of RN; and more generallyfollowing
a suggestion by Lars I. Hedbergthe Dirichlet poly-laplacian (associated
with a power of the Laplace operator).
In [Fu] we treat the case of the Dirichlet laplacian on sets which are
open in the Cartan fine topology on RN, whereby the stability condition
drops out.
1. THE CASE OF VARIATIONALLY DEFINED POSITIVE
OPERATORS WITH COMPACT RESOLVENT
In this section let there be given:
 a real (resp. complex) Hilbert space H with inner product ( } , } )
and norm & }&,
 a dense linear subspace W of H,
 a closed positive semidefinite bilinear (resp. sesquilinear) form Q
defined on W_W.
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Thus W is a Hilbert space with the norm & }&1 derived from the inner
product
(u, v)1=(u, v) +Q(u, v), u, v # W.
It is well known (cf., e.g., [Da, Sect. 4.4]) that there exists a unique selfad-
joint operator A0 in H such that the domain dom A12 equals W and
(A12u, A12v) =Q(u, v), u, v # W.
The domain of A consists of those u # W for which there exists f # H such
that
Q(u, v)=( f, v) , v # W;
and we then have Au= f. We say that A is the selfadjoint operator
associated with (W, Q).
For any closed (linear) subspace D of (W, & }&1) let H(D) denote the
closure of D in H, and A(D) the selfadjoint operator in H(D) associated
with (D, Q) (after restriction of Q to D_D). Suppose that the injection
(D, & }&1)/H is compact,
or equivalently that A(D) has compact resolvent. Then D is separable:
dim D+0 . Denote by
*1(D)*2(D) } } } *n(D) } } } (  +)
the eigenvalues of A(D) repeated according to multiplicity. If D is finite-
dimensional we put
*n(D)=+ for n>dim D. (2)
For any interval J/R (possibly a singleton or empty) we denote by
E(J, D) the spectral measure of J for A(D), and we identify the projection
E(J, D) on H(D) with the projection on all of H having the same range.
If J is bounded then range E(J, D)dom A(D)12=D.
Because
&A(D)12 u&2=Q(u) :=Q(u, u), u # D,
we have for every n # N with ndim D
*n(D)=min[Q(u) | u # D, &u&=1, E([*1(D), *n(D)[, D) u=0], (3)
the minimizing vectors being precisely the normalized eigenvectors of A(D)
corresponding to *n(D).
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Lemma 1.1. Let DD$ be closed subspaces of (W, & }&1) such that the
injection (D$, & }&1)/H is compact. Then
*n(D)*n(D$), n # N. (4)
If *n(D)=*n(D$) for all n then D=D$.
Proof. For any n # N with ndim D (dim D$), (4) follows by the
RayleighRitz characterization on *n(D), cf., e.g., [Da, pp. 88, 91]. For
n>dim D, (4) is obvious by (2). If *n(D)=*n(D$) for all n # N then
dim D=dim D$ by (2), and so we infer that D=D$ in case D is finite-
dimensional. Finally, if D and hence D$ are infinite-dimensional, one shows
by induction w.r.t. n that the eigenspaces of A(D) and A(D$) corresponding
to the common eigenvalue *n(D)=*n(D$) are the same in view of (3) and
subsequent lines (and the same with D$ in place of D). K
If *1(D)>0, A(D)&1 exists and is a compact selfadjoint operator 0 on
H(D), and we identify A(D)&1 with its natural extension to all of H,
defined by A(D)&1=0 on H(D)=.
Let  and  denote infimum and supremum in the complete lattice Sub
W of all closed subspaces of the Hilbert space (W, & }&1) under inclusion.
Thus i Di is the intersection and i Di the closed linear span of the union
of a sequence (Di)Sub W. The sequence is said to be order convergent
with limit D # Sub W, and we write Di  D, if

i

ji
Dj=
i

ji
Dj=D.
Every increasing, resp. decreasing, sequence (Di)Sub W is order con-
vergent with the limit i Di , resp. i Di .
The main result of this section is the following theorem, in which the
convergence of operators in (2%) and (3%) refers to the operator norm
topology.
Theorem 1. Let (Di) i # N be an order convergent sequence of closed sub-
spaces of (W, & }&1) with limit D, and suppose that the injection
\i Di , & }&1+/H
is compact. Then
(1%) *n(Di)  *n(D) as i  , n # N.
(2%) E(J, Di)  E(J, D) as i   for every bounded interval J/R
whose end-points are not eigenvalues of A(D).
(3%) A(Di)&1  A(D)&1 as i   provided that *1(D)>0.
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Proof of Theorem 1 in the Case of a Decreasing Sequence(Di). Ad(1%).
Fix n # N such that *n(D)>*n&1(D) in case n>1. If *n(D)<+ denote
by n$ the smallest integer &>n such that *&(D)>*&&1(D),
*n&1(D)<*n(D)= } } } =*n$&1(D)<*n$(D). (5)
If *n(D)=+ write instead n$=n+1. We prove that
*&(Di)Z*&(D) as i  , n&<n$, (6)
and if *n(D)<+
E(Jn(Di), Di)  E([*n(D)], D) as i  , (7)
where we write
Jn(Di)=[*n(Di), *n$(Di)[, (8)
cf. (5), and where the convergence of operators is in the operator norm
topology.
Clearly, (1%) will follow once (6) has been established for every n as
stated. And to prove (6) for such n it suffices to consider &=n since for
n&<n$ we obtain by (4), (5)
*&(D)*&(Di)*n(Di)Z*n(D)=*&(D).
We prove (6) and (7) simultaneously by recursion. In case n>1 we sup-
pose that (6) and (7) hold with n replaced by any m from the set
M=[m # N | 1m<n, and *m(D)>*m&1(D) if m>1]. (9)
If *n(Di)  + as i   then *n(D)=+, hence (6) holds (for &=n),
while (7) drops out. We may therefore assume that the sequence (*n(Di)) i # N
is bounded. For brevity write
Fi=E([*1(Di), *n(Di)[, Di)= :
m # M
E(Jm(Di), Di) (10)
with Jm(Di)=[*m(Di), *m$(Di)[, m$ denoting the smallest integer +>m
such that *+(D)>*+&1(D), in agreement with the definitions of n$ and
Jn(Di), cf. (8). We have used here that the (possibly empty) intervals
Jm(Di), m # M, are pairwise disjoint and together cover [*1(Di), *n(Di)[
because 1 is the smallest number in M; and when m is the largest number
in M we have m$=n, that is, *m(D)= } } } =*n&1(D)<*n(D). In the case
n=1 it is understood that M=< and Fi=0.
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By the recursive hypothesis we have for each m # M
E(Jm(Di), Di)  E([*m(D)], D) as i  ,
and hence by adding over m # M, invoking (10),
Fi  F :=E([*1(D), *n(D)[, D)= :
m # M
E([*m(D)], D). (11)
Fix for a while & # N, &n, such that the sequence (*&(Di)) i # N is
bounded
sup
i # N
*&(Di)<+ (12)
(e.g., &=n), and consider for each i # N a normalized eigenvector ui for
A(Di) corresponding to *&(Di). Because ui # Di D1 and Q(ui)=*&(Di)
remains bounded, by (12), we may assume, in view of the compactness of
the injection (D1 , & }&1)/H, that there is a subsequence, still denoted
(ui) i # N , which converges in H to some u # H, &u&=1.
For i< j we have ui , uj # Di and hence in view of (10)
uij :=ui+uj&Fiuj # Di . (13)
Note that Fi ui=Fj uj=0 because *&(Di)*n(Di), etc. Hence, by (11),
Fi uj=(F i&Fj) uj  0 as i, j  . (14)
Moreover, Fi uij=0, and hence by (3), as i, j  ,
Q(uij)*n(Di) &uij&2=4*n(Di)+o(1),
because (*n(Di)) i # N is bounded, and uij  2u by (13), (14) together with
ui , uj  u. Inserting in the parallelogram identity leads for i< j to
Q(ui&uj)2*&(Di)+2*&(Dj)&4*n(Di)+o(1) (15)
as i, j  , because Q(ui+uj)=Q(u ij)+o(1) in view of (13) and the
following consequence of (10) and (14),
Q(Fi uj)*n(Di) &Fiu j&2=o(1).
In the particular case &=n the estimate (15) reads
Q(ui&uj)2*n(Dj)&2*n(Di)+o(1)=o(1)
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as i, j  , by the convergence of the bounded increasing sequence
(*n(Di)) i # N . Thus (u i) is a Cauchy sequence in (W, & }&1), hence converges
there to its limit u in H, and since ui # Di we have u # D=i Di . Moreover,
Fu=lim Fi ui=0 in view of (11). This leads to (6) in the decisive case &=n
as follows in view of (3),
*n(D)Q(u)=lim
i
Q(ui)=lim
i
*n(Di*n(D),
first for the subsequence of (Di) i # N chosen above, next obviously for the
entire original sequence. This implies that
*n(D)<+ (16)
by the boundedness of (*n(Di)) i # N . Moreover, (12) holds for every &,
n&<n$, because *&(Di)*&(D)=*n(D) by (5). It follows from (6) (for
&=n) that, for i large enough,
*n(Di)>*n&1(D)*n&1(Di). (17)
We may of course assume that (17) holds for all i # N.
In order next for establish (7) under the present recursive hypothesis we
write for brevity
E=E([*n(D)], D), (18)
Ei =E([*n(Di), *n$&1(Di)], Di). (19)
Clearly dim Ein$&n=dim E, cf. (5), and EiE(Jn(Di), Di), cf. (8). We
have Ei=E(Jn(Di), Di) if and only if *n$(Di)>*n$&1(Di), or equivalently:
dim Ei=n$&n. Put p=n$ if these three equivalent conditions are fulfilled
for all sufficiently large i # N, and put p=n$+1 otherwise. After passing to
a subsequence, again denoted by (Di), we may suppose in the case
p=n$+1 that *n$(Di)=*n$&1(Di) holds for all i # N. For every
&=n, ..., p&1 we therefore have by (16) in either case p=n$ or p=n$+1
*&(Di)Z*n(D)<+. (20)
In fact, if n&<n$ then *&(Di)Z*&(D)=*n(D) by (6) and (5). And if
&=n$, hence p=n$+1, we have from the lines following (19):
*n$(Di)=*n$&1(Di)Z*n$&1(D)=*n(D).
In either case p=n$ or p=n$+1 we further have dim Eip&n and
Ei=E([*n(Di), *p&1(Di)], Di). We may therefore choose an orthonormal
family of p&n vectors
en(Di), ..., ep&1(Di) # range Ei (Di)
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such that
A(Di) e&(Di)=*&(Di) e&(Di), n&<p.
In view of (20) we may now apply the results obtained earlier to
ui=e&(Di), n&<p, cf. the paragraph containing (12). After passing to yet
another subsequence of (Di) i # N (cf. the preceding paragraph) we may thus
assume that there exist en , ..., ep&1 # H such that
e&(Di)  e& in H as i   (21)
for n&<p. An (15) now leads for any such & to
Q(e&(Dj)&e&(Di))2*&(Di)+2*&(Dj)&4*n(Di)+o(1)=o(1)
as j>i  , according to (20). The Cauchy sequence (e&(Di)) i # N in
(W, & }&1) converges there to its limit e& in H, cf. (21), and since e&(Di) # Di
we obtain
e& # D, n&<p. (22)
By (21),
(e+ , e&)=$+& , n+, &<p,
and by (11), (10)
Fe&=lim
i
F ie&(Di)=0 (23)
because *&(Di)*n(Di). By (20)
Q(e&)=lim
i
Q(e&(Di))=lim
i
*&(Di)=*n(D). (24)
From (22), (23), (24) together with (3) and the definition of F in (11), we
infer that
A(D) e&=*n(D) e& , n&<p,
and so the orthonormal family of p&n vectors e& is contained in range E,
cf. (18). Since p&nn$&n=dim E we conclude that actually p=n$, and
so
dim E i=n$&n=dim E (25)
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holds for all sufficiently large i # N from the original sequence, see the
paragraph following (19). For these i we therefore have *n$(Di)>*n$&1(Di) and
Ei=E(Jn(Di), Di). (26)
For given f # H with & f &=1 we proceed to show (again for the original
sequence (Di)) that
Ei f  Ef in H as i  , (27)
cf. (18), (19). We have Ei f # dom A(Di)12=Di D1 and
Q(Ei f )*n$&1(Di) &Ei f &2*n$&1(Di),
a bounded sequence. In view of the compactness of the injection
(D1 , & }&1)/H the set [Ei f ] i # N is relatively compact in H. This implies
that (27) will be proven once it has been shown that Ef is the limit in H
of any convergent subsequence of the sequence (Ei f ) i # N (corresponding to
a subsequence of (Di) i # N). And to achieve this we choose en(Di), ...,
en$&1(Di) as in the paragraph following (20) above (recall that p=n$). After
passing to a suitable further subsequence we may assume that there exist
en , ..., en$&1 # H (perhaps not the same as before) such that (21) holds for
n&<n$ for this new subsequence (denoted simply by (Di) i # N). As shown
in the preceding paragraph the e& form an orthonormal base of range E,
and we obtain by (21)
Ei f = :
n$&1
&=n
( f, e&(Di)) e&(Di)  :
n$&1
&=n
( f, e&) e&=Ef
as i   after the last extraction of a subsequence. As pointed out above,
this establishes (27), even for the original, full sequence.
Finally Ei  E in the operator norm topology as i   according to
Lemma 1.2 below because dim Ei=dim E (finite), by (25). In view of (26)
and (18) this completes the recursive proof of (6) and (7), and hence of
(1%).
Ad(2%). After decomposing J into finitely many subintervals whose
end-points are not eigenvalues of A(D) we may assume that J contains at
most one of the eigenvalues of A(D). If J contains none of these then also
none of the eigenvalues of A(Di) when i is large enough, by (1%), and so
E(J, Di)=E(J, D)=0. If J contains precisely one *n(D) (possibly a
multiple one), we may assume that *n(D)>*n&1(D) (if n>1), and in the
notation from (5) we then have for large i, by (1%),
[*n(Di), *n$&1(Di)]J, *n$(Di)  J.
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For i   we therefore obtain by (19), (26), and (7)
E(J, Di) = E([*n(Di), *n$&1(Di)], Di)=Ei=E(Jn(Di), Di)
 E([*n(D)], D)=E(J, D).
Ad(3%). By hypothesis, { := 12 *1(D)>0, and hence we may assume in
view of (1%) for n=1 that
*1(Di)>{ for all i.
Denote by E( } ), Ei ( } ) the spectral measure for A(D), A(Di). From (2%)
follows
| .(t) Ei (dt)  | .(t) E(dt) (28)
for every continuous function .: [0, +[  R tending to 0 at infinity.
(This is shown in the standard way by approximating . uniformly by finite
linear combinations of indicator functions for bounded intervals whose
end-points are not eigenvalues of A(D).) To obtain (3%), apply (28) to
.(t)=1max[t, {].By the way, a perturbation theorem of Rellich [Re2]
shows directly that, conversely, (3%) implies (2%).
Proof of Theorem 1 in the General Case. Ad(1%). Consider first the
case of an increasing sequence (Di). Let n # N be given. If *n(D)=+ then
all *n(Di)=+, by (4), so (1%) holds. In the remaining case *n(D)<+
let :>*n(D) be prescribed. Because  i Di is dense in (D, & }&1) the
RayleighRitz formula shows that there exists an n-dimensional linear sub-
space L of  i Di such that
*(L) :=sup [Q(u) | u # L, &u&=1]<:,
see, e.g., [Da, p. 91]. Since (Di) i # N is increasing we have LDi for some
i, hence
*n(Di)*n(L)*(L)<:.
Next, let (Di) be any order convergent sequence with limit D in Sub W,
and write for brevity
Di*= 
ji
Dj , D*i
= 
ji
Dj , (29)
for i # N. Then Di*, D* i  D monotonically, hence *n(Di*), *n(D*i) *n(D), and so *n(Di)  *n(D) because *n(Di*)*n(Di)*n(D* i), by (4).
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Ad(2%) and (3%). As in the decreasing case consider n # N (if any)
such that *n(D)<+, and that *n(D)>*n&1(D) if n>1. Define n$ as in
(5) and Jn(Di) as in (8). We begin again by proving (7) by recursion,
assuming that (7) holds with the above n replaced by any m # M if n>1,
cf. (9). Defining Fi by (10), we obtain (11) as before.
For fixed & with n&<n$ the sequence (*&(Di)) is bounded, having by
(1%) the finite limit *&(D)=*n(D), cf. (5). As in the lines following (12) we
consider normalized eigenvectors ui for A(Di) corresponding to *&(Di), and
a convergent subsequence, still denoted (ui), with limit u # H, &u&=1,
noting that ui # D1* and that the injection (D1*, & }&1)/H is compact by
hypothesis, cf. (29).
For i< j we have ui , uj # Di*, cf. (29). In analogy with (10) write
F i*=E([*1(Di*), *n(D i*)[, D i*)= :
m # M
E(Jm(D i*), Di*),
with Jm(D i*)=[*m(D i*), *m$(Di*)[. Applying (7) from the decreasing case
to the decreasing sequence (Di*) with intersection  i Di*=D we obtain
with F from (11)
F i*  F.
Now (13) can be replaced by
uij :=ui+uj&F i*(ui+uj) # D i*, (30)
whereby F i*u ij=0, and hence by (3), as i, j  ,
Q(uij)*n(D i*) &u ij&2=4*n(D)+o(1). (31)
In fact, *n(D i*)  *n(D)<+ as i  , by 1% applied to D i*zD.
Moreover, uij  2u by (30) together with ui , uj  u and
F i*(ui+uj)=F(u+u)+o(1)=2F iui+o(1)=o(1). (32)
Note here that Fi ui=0 by (10) and the choice of ui , combined with
*&(Di)*n(Di). Inserting Q(ui)=*&(Di) in the parallelogram identity leads
by (31) to
Q(ui&uj)2*&(Di)+2*&(Dj)&4*n(D)+o(1)
as i, j   because Q(ui+uj)=Q(uij)+o(1) in view of (30) and the
following consequence of (32):
Q(F i*(u i+uj))*n(Di*) &F i*(ui+u j)&2=o(1).
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Since *&(Di)  *&(D)=*n(D) by (1%) and (5), we conclude that
Q(ui&uj)  0 as i, j  . (33)
The subsequence (ui) extracted above is therefore a Cauchy sequence in
(W, & }&1), hence converges there to its limit u in H. It follows that u # D
because Di  D as i  . Indeed, uj # Di* for ji, hence u # Di* , and so
u # i D i*=D. In view of (1%) applied to n and n$ we have for (sufficiently
large) i # N, invoking (5),
*n(Di)>*n&1(Di), *n$(Di)>*n$&1(Di),
assuming n>1 in the former case. We are therefore rightaway in the case
p=n$ defined after (19), and so (25) holds from the outset with E defined
by (18) and Ei by (19) or equivalently by (26). The completion of the
recursive proof of (7) is therefore shorter than in the decreasing case, start-
ing as after (20) (valid now for n&<n$ on account of (1%) and (5)) by
applying (33) to vectors ui=e&(Di) forming an orthonormal base of range
Ei such that A(Di) e&(Di)=*&(Di) e&(Di), n&<n$, thereby obtaining (21)
through (24); and ending with the unchanged proof of (27) (noting that
Ei f # D1*). This leads to (7) as before.
Finally, (2%) and (3%) follow from (1%) and (7) exactly as in the case of
a decreasing sequence (Di). K
At the end of the proof of (1%) in the decreasing case (and similarly in
the general case) we applied the following lemma (presumably known), in
which & }& also denotes the operator norm.
Lemma 1.2. On a Hilbert space H let P and Pn , n # N, be selfadjoint
projections of equal finite rank r, and suppose that
Pn f  Pf for every f # H as n  .
Then &Pn&P&  0.
Proof. We may assume that r>0. Let e # range P, &e&=1, and write
Pe f =( f, e) e. Then Q :=P&Pe is a projection of rank r&1. Since
Pne  Pe=e we may assume that Pn e{0. Writing en=&Pn e&&1 Pne we
have &en &=1, en  e,
Pen f :=( f, en) en  ( f, e) e=Pe f,
Qn f :=Pn f &Pen f  Pf &Pe f =Q f, (34)
and since Qn and Q both have rank r&1, we may assume by recursion that
&Qn&Q&  0. (35)
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For any f # H with & f &=1 we have
(Pen&Pe) f=( f, en&e) en+( f, e)(en&e),
hence
&Pen&Pe&2 &en&e&  0. (36)
Finally, by (34), Pn&P=(Pen&Pe)+(Qn&Q), and hence by (35), (36)
&Pn&P&&Pen&Pe &+&Qn&Q&  0. K
2. APPLICATION TO THE DIRICHLET POLY-LAPLACIAN
For a given integer m1 we shall apply the content of Section 1, taking
H=L2(RN), W=W m, 20 (R
N),
Q(u, v)={(2
m2u, 2m2v)
({2(m&1)2u, {2(m&1)2v)
if m is even
if m is odd,
whereby u, v belong to the Sobolev space W m, 20 (R
N). Here ( } , } ) is the
inner product on L2(RN) and on [L2(RN)]N, and & }& the corresponding
norm. The form Q is strictly positive definite (by Fourier transformation),
and closed (because the norm (&u&2+Q(u))12 on W m, 20 (R
N) is equivalent
to the Sobolev norm &u&m, 2). The closed subspaces D of W=W m, 20 (R
N) to
be considered will be those of the form D=W m, 20 (D) for a (variable)
bounded open set D/RN.
The following results involving the notions of (m, 2)-capacity and (m, 2)-
quasi-continuity are due to Deny [De] and Deny and Lions [D-L] in the
case m=1. For the general case m1 we refer to [A-H, Chap. 6].
(a) Every function u # W m, 20 (R
N) can (and will) be redefined on a
Lebesgue nullset so as to become (m, 2)-quasicontinuous. Two (m, 2)-
quasicontinuous functions which are equal Lebesgue almost everywhere are
equal even (m, 2)-quasieverywhere (abbreviated (m, 2)-q.e.), that is:
everywhere in RN off some set of zero (m, 2)-capacity.
(b) Every sequence of functions ui # W m, 20 (R
N) converging in
Sobolev norm & }&m, 2 to some function u # W m, 20 (RN) has a subsequence
which converges pointwise (m, 2)-q.e. to u. (See, e.g. [A-H, Proposi-
tion 2.3.8] combined with Caldero n’s theorem [A-H, p. 13].) Clearly, one
may even achieve that, for any multi-index : with |:|m&1, the corre-
sponding subsequence of (:ui) i # N in W m&|:|, 20 (R
N) converges pointwise
(m&|:|, 2)-q.e. to :u.
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(c) A function u # W m, 20 (R
N) belongs to W m, 20 (D) (D open in R
N) if
and only if
: u(x)=0 (m&|:|, 2)-q.e. for x # +D (37)
for all multi-indices :, 0|:|m&1. This is Hedberg’s approximation
theorem [He 2] (or see [A-H, Chap. 9]).
In (c), W m, 20 (D) is defined as usual (for D open) as the closure of C

0 (D)
in W m, 20 (R
N). For an arbitrary set DRN we may define W m, 20 (D) in view
of (37) as
W m, 20 (D)=[u # W
m, 2
0 (R
N) | :u=0
(m&|:| , 2)-q.e. in +D, 0|:|<m]. (38)
It follows from (b) above that W m, 20 (D) is a closed subspace of
Wm, 20 (R
N) because the union of a sequence of sets of zero (m, 2)-capacity
is again such a set.
Remark 2.1. According to a theorem of Netrusov [Ne], cf. [A-H,
p. 281], W m, 20 (D) is (for any set DR
N) the closure in W m, 20 (R
N) of the
set of functions in W m, 20 (R
N) of compact support contained in D. Note that
Wm, 20 (D) is only finite-dimensional if W
m, 2
0 (D)=[0], and this in turn
holds if and only if the (m, 2)-fine interior of D is empty. (The former asser-
tion is easily established when noting that W m, 20 (D) is mapped into itself
under multiplication with any function of class C 0 (R
N), and that any non-
zero function u # W m, 20 (D) has infinitely many Lebesgue points at which
the essential limit value of u is non-zero. The latter assertion above is essen-
tially contained in [He1], cf. [A-H, Theorem 11.3.2].)
Lemma 2.1. (i) For any increasing sequence of open sets Di Rn we
have

i
W m, 20 (Di)=W
m, 2
0 \.i D i+ .
(ii) For any sequence of arbitrary sets Di RN we have

i
W m, 20 (Di)=W
m, 2
0 \,i Di+ .
Proof. Part (ii) follows from (38). As to Part (i) note that any
u # C 0 (i Di) belongs to i W
m, 2
0 (Di), namely u # C

0 (D i)W
m, 2
0 (Di) for
i large enough so that the support of u is contained in the open set Di . K
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For any bounded set DRN the injection
(W m, 20 (D), & }&m, 2)/L2(RN) is compact.
In fact, it suffices to consider the case where D is also open, and here the
assertion follows from Rellich’s theorem [Re1] (first form m=1); or see
[Ag].
We may therefore define the Dirichlet poly-laplacian A(D) on a bounded
set DRN as the strictly positive selfadjoint operator with compact inverse
associated with the form Q (defined in the beginning of the present section)
restricted to W m, 20 (D) from (38). In the notation from Section 1 we thus
take D=W m, 20 (D), and write A(D) in place of A(D). For a bounded open
set D the closure of D=W m, 20 (D) in H=L
2(RN) is H(D)=L2(D)
because even C 0 (D) is dense in L
2(D). We shall then interpret L2(D) as
the following subspace of H:
L2(D)=[ f # L2(RN) | f (x)=0 a.e. for x # +D].
It follows that
range A(D)=L2(D) when D is bounded open. (39)
For any bounded set DRN the n’th eigenvalue of A(D)=A(D) will be
denoted by *n(D) in place of *n(D), n # N, with the convention from
Section 1 that *n(D)=+ for all n if W m, 20 (D)=[0], which amounts to
D=< in case D is open; cf. Remark 2.1 above. Finally, write E(J, D) in
place of E(J, D) for the spectral measure of an interval J for A(D)=A(D).
Lemma 1.1 reads as follows in the present situation:
Lemma 2.2. For any two bounded subsets DD$ of RN we have
Wm, 20 (D)W
m, 2
0 (D$) and hence
*n(D)*n(D$), n # N. (40)
We have *n(D)=*n(D$) for all n if and only if W m, 20 (D)=W
m, 2
0 (D$).
Remark 2.2. The Green function for 2m on a bounded open set D/RN
and with pole at x # D is defined as the (unique) fundamental solution
y [ gD(x, y) of 2m in D vanishing at D in the sense that gD(x, } ) coin-
cides outside some neighbourhood of x with a function of class W m, 20 (D).
It is known that gD(x, y)= gD( y, x). For f # L2(D) write
GD f (x)=|
D
gD(x, y) f ( y) dy,
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which is well defined a.e. for x # D; and GD f # L2(D). It can be shown that
the Green operator GD : L2(D)  L2(D) is the inverse of the Dirichlet
poly-laplacian:
A(D)&1=GD .
Using Lemma 2.1 we may now apply Theorem 1 to the Dirichlet poly-
laplacian A(D). We formulate the result only in the case of a monotone
sequence of open uniformly bounded sets Di , and we consider separately
increasing and decreasing sequences. As mentioned in the introduction,
(1%) in the following theorem is a well-known consequence of the
RayleighRitz formula.
Theorem 2.1. For any increasing sequence of bounded open sets Di /RN
with bounded union D= i Di we have
(1%) *n(D i)  *n(D) as i  , n # N,
(2%) E(J, Di)  E(J, D) as i   for every bounded interval J/R
whose end-points are not eigenvalues of A(D),
(3%) A(Di)&1  A(D)&1 as i  .
Here and in the next theorem the convergence of bounded operators is
understood in the operator norm topology on L2(RN). Moreover, A(D)&1,
say, is understood as being extended to all of L2(RN) by defining
A(D)&1=0 in L2(D)=, cf. (39).
Proof. Apply Theorem 1 and Lemma 2.1(i). K
Theorem 2.2. Let (Di) be a decreasing sequence of bounded open subsets
of RN, and write
D=,
i
Di , D=int D (the interior of D).
Then (1%), (2%), and (3%) from Theorem 2.1 above (transferred to the present
situation) are mutually equivalent and furthermore equivalent to each of the
following:
(4%) W m, 20 (D)=i W
m, 2
0 (Di),
(5%) W m, 20 (D)=W
m, 2
0 (D), i.e., D is (m, 2)-stable.
Proof. (As to the notion of (m, 2)-stability see, e.g., [A-H, Sect. 11.5].)
Conditions (4%) and (5%) are equivalent by Lemma 2.1(ii). From Theorem 1
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and Lemma 2.1(ii) we know that (1%), (2%), (3%) always hold with D
replaced by D . Condition (5%) implies A(D)=A(D) and therefore (1%),
(2%), (3%) with D=int D . Conversely, (1%) O (5%) by Lemma 2.2. As to
(2%) O (3%), proceed as in the proof of (3%) in Theorem 1 (for the decreas-
ing case). Finally, (3%) O (5%) because A(D)&1=limi A(Di)&1=A(D)&1,
hence A(D)12=A(D)12, and so
W m, 20 (D)=dom A(D)
12=dom A(D)12=W m, 20 (D). K
Remark 2.3. The fact that (5%) implies the particular case n=1 of (1%)
(in Theorem 2.2) was established by Hansen [Ha] by use of perturbation
theory for harmonic spaces.
Remark 2.4. In the case m=1, A(D) is the Dirichlet laplacian, and we
refer to [A-H, Chap. 11] for references to and proof of the equivalence of
the following four definitions of the notion of a stable (i.e., (1,2)-stable) set
ERN:
(i) W 1, 20 (E)=W
1, 2
0 (int E),
(ii) intf E"int E is polar (i.e., (1, 2)-polar),
(iii) +E and + int E are thin (i.e., (1, 2)-thin) at the same points of RN,
(iv) cap1, 2(|"E)=cap1, 2(|"int E) for every open set |RN.
Here (i) occurred in condition (5%) in Theorem 2.2 for E=D , now with
W1, 20 (E) as defined in (38) for any set ER
N (here for m=1). In (ii),
intf E denotes the interior of E in the Cartan fine (i.e., (1, 2)-fine) topology
on RN, i.e. the weakest topology in which all subharmonic functions are
continuous. And a set eRN is called polar if (locally) there exists a sub-
harmonic function equal to & in e; or equivalently: cap1, 2 e=0, cf.
below. In (iii), the notion of thinness of a set at a point is due to Brelot.
It can be expressed equivalently by the Wiener criterion involving the
newtonian capacity cap1, 2 (the logarithmic capacity if N=2); and this
corresponds to the original definition of stability by Keldys (for compact
sets).
A simple sufficient, but far from necessary condition for a subset E of R2
to be (1, 2)-stable is that every point of the boundary of intE be end-point
of some arc, the rest of which does not meet E.
The equivalence of (i) throughout (iv) above does not extend to the case
m>1; see [A-H, Sect. 11.5], where also examples are given, for each m1,
compact sets E in RN, N2, which are not (m, 2)-stable, i.e., for which
W 2, m0 (int E) is a proper subspace of W
2, m
0 (E).
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